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Verit at em C u m Mic a S al is

The Christian view
and the modern
scientific view

Christians: God is infinite
God is ∞

Modern Belief: God does not exist
God is 0

The Christian says that God is eternal. This is not just in reference
to His origins having no beginning or end but also His power,
knowledge, love, sovereignty, etc. And that everything in our
universe exists because of God.
Many non-believers (atheists/secularists/evolutionists/humanists)
say that God is non-existent. That everything in our universe came
from nothing as a result of evolution, natural selection, and chance.

The math

∞

vs. 0

Lets try and illustrate these ideas mathematically:
∞=S+A
Where S is any specific number
and A is all other numbers

0=S+A
∞ can not be substituted with a 0.
This is a false equation.

So God, being infinite, created everything out of nothing meaning
all things came from Him. The only thing that did not come from
God is nothing "0". Nothing is the absence of God. It did not need to
be created because, in reality, it does not physically exist.
0 does not contain all numbers, it is the opposite of ∞ and thus,
can not possibly, mathematically, logically, or even theoretically
be shown to be the origin of anything except itself.
Just like God is light, all colors and spectrums come from light,
nothing comes from darkness because in reality darkness does
not exist, it is merely the absence of light.

To conclude
It's interesting that when you
take any percent of infinity you
get an undefined infinite number
(infinity), and if you take any
percent of zero you get zero.
There's a lesson in there I think.
The concept of something having
no beginning or end is very
difficult to grasp but the concept
of zero is not as difficult. That is
possibly part of the reason why
modern day scientists try to use
zero as the source of everything
in reality, because it is easier to
grasp and define.

In reality there are two types of categories of things and two
things in each category. The first category is "Uncreated Things"
which consists of 1. "God" having no beginning and no end and 2.
"Nothing" which also has no beginning and no end because it
doesn't physically exist by definition.
The second category is "Created Things" which consists of
1. "immortal things" which have a beginning but no end and 2.
"mortal things" which have a beginning and an end (and something
else that isn't possible is a thing without beginning and has an end
but that is beside the point). Even in modern day science, though
some things represented here are not agreed upon, the created
category has originated from the uncreated, the difference here
between Christianity and modern scientific belief is logic.

